Gavagai.
Find the Dax!
Find the Dax!
Find the Dax!
Find the Fep!
Find the Fep!
Find the Ziv!
Find the Toma!
Find the Toma!
Jabberwocky (by Lewis Carroll)

‘Twas brillig and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe
All mimsy were the borogroves
And the mome raths outgrabe
Mystery Word: Piff
Mystery Word: **Piff**

Nouns (in alphabetical order)

- Street
- Cars, You
- Hand, You
- Sister
Mystery Word: **Piff**

Sentence Frames with Nonsense Nouns

- Gor’s piff the dingle!
- *Flick for the taves while you’re piffing.*
- Grib my spor while we’re piffing.
- *Your jilk can’t piff noriter.*
Mystery Word: **Piff**

Complete Sentences

- *Let’s piff the street!*

- *Look for the cars while you’re piffing.*

- *Hold my hand while we’re piffing.*

- *Your sister can’t piff alone.*
Mystery Word: Gutch
Mystery Word: **Gutch**

Nouns (in alphabetical order)

- *Potatoes*
- *It, You*
- *Bite, Dessert, You*
- *It*
Mystery Word: **Gutch**

Sentence Frames with Nonsense Nouns

- *Gutch* your gyres!

- *Don’t you tilk to gutch any more of it?*

- *No fruble if you don’t gutch one more wabe.*

- *At least oren gutching it.*
Mystery Word: **Gutch**
Complete Sentences

- *Gutch your potatoes!*
- *Don’t you want to gutch any more of it?*
- *No dessert if you don’t gutch one more bite.*
- *At least try gutching it.*